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ABSTRACT

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are envisioned to fulfill
complex monitoring tasks in the near future. A typical WSN
application like object tracking fuses sensor readings pro-
duced by nodes throughout the network to obtain a high-level
sensing result such as the current speed of a tracked vehicle.
In order to produce correct results, the application typically
has to process sensor events in the order of their occurrence
at the sensor nodes. Temporal message ordering ensures that
sensor events arrive at the application in this order. Due to the
requirements and characteristics of sensor networks, tempo-
ral message ordering is a non-trivial problem in this environ-
ment. We motivate the need for temporal message ordering
in WSN and present an energy efficient temporal message or-
dering scheme for sensor networks.

1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) [1] are currently an active
field of research. A WSN consists of large numbers of co-
operating small-scale nodes capable of limited computation,
wireless communication, and sensing. In a wide variety of ap-
plication areas including geophysical monitoring, precision
agriculture, habitat monitoring, transportation, military sys-
tems, and business processes, WSNs are envisioned to fulfill
complex monitoring tasks.

While individual sensor nodes have only limited function-
ality, the global behavior of the WSN can be quite complex.
This is achieved, in part, throughdata fusion, the process of
correlating individual sensor readings originating from vari-
ous nodes into a high-level sensing result. Data fusion of-
ten depends on the time of occurrence of fused sensor read-
ings. Consider for example a tracking sensor network, where
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Figure 1: A sensor network for estimating the velocity of
moving objects. The thick line indicates the path of the mov-
ing object.

size, shape, direction, location, or velocity of a tracked phe-
nomenon (e.g., object, creature, gas cloud) is determined by
fusing time-stamped proximity detections from sensors at dif-
ferent locations.

Note that such applications require a common physical
time scale which is shared by the nodes of the sensor net-
work. Recently, first principles and algorithms for physical
time synchronization in sensor networks have been published
[3, 4, 23]. Additionally, data fusion algorithms often must
process sensor readings in the order of their occurrence time
at the sensing nodes, which we calltemporal order. Consider
the following two examples.

Example 1: Object Tracking

Consider a sensor network which is used to estimate the ve-
locity of a moving object. Figure 1 depicts the path of a mov-
ing object (thick line) and three nodes of such a network that
detect the moving object at timest1 < t2 < t3 in their prox-
imity and send off notification messagesm1,m2,m3 to node
four. The messages contain time (mi.t) and location (mi.l) of
the object detection (the object’s location is approximated by
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Figure 2: Node-time diagram of a sensor network for reliable
object detection.

the location of the detecting node). We will call such tagged
messagessensor events. Node four fuses these sensor events
into a series of velocity estimates of the tracked object, e.g.
|m2.l−m1.l|
m2.t−m1.t

= 1m
0.1s = 10ms using sensor eventsm1 andm2.

Note that good estimates are only obtained if the sensor
events are processed in temporal order. If, for example, node
four processes sensor events in the order of their arrival and
m2 arrives afterm1 andm3 due to network delays, the bad
velocity estimate|m3.l−m1.l|

m3.t−m1.t
= 0.2m

0.2s = 1ms is obtained (us-
ing sensor eventsm1 andm3). 2

Example 2: Composite Predicate Detection

Consider a sensor network for detecting the presence of cer-
tain objects. Assume that nodes emitdetectevents when first
detecting the object, andlost events when they no longer de-
tect the object. Similar to example 1 and Figure 1, three sen-
sor nodes send such sensor events (containing timet and their
locationl at the time of occurrence of the event) to node four.
In order to reduce the frequency of false detections due to
noisy sensor readings, an object detection is only reported
by node four if at least three sensor nodes “see” the object
concurrently. Figure 2 depicts a sample node-time diagram.
Note that there is no point in time at which all nodes see the
object concurrently, sincelost3 happens before bothdetect1

anddetect2. However, after arrival ofdetect1, detect2, and
detect3 (messages exchanged depicted by dashed arrows),
node four is tempted to falsely report an object detection, be-
causelost3 is delayed in the network. 2

In the above examples,temporal message orderingcan be
used to ensure that sensor events arrive at node four in tempo-
ral order, such that the data processing algorithms can process
sensor events in the order of arrival without obtaining bad re-
sults. As the above examples indicate, temporal message or-
dering is an important component of many sensor network
applications performing time-dependent data fusion.

In the remainder of the paper we show that temporal mes-
sage ordering is a non-trivial problem in sensor networks. De-
spite this, to our knowledge the problem has not been studied

in the context of sensor networks. We therefore present and
evaluate a temporal message ordering scheme for sensor net-
works.

2 TEMPORAL MESSAGE ORDERING IN
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

In this section we want to examine why temporal message or-
dering in sensor networks is an issue in practice. This discus-
sion will be followed by a list of requirements on a temporal
message ordering scheme for wireless sensor networks.

2.1 The Need for Temporal Message Ordering

Note that messages can arrive out of temporal order at a re-
ceiver only if a sensor event is passed by a later sensor event
in the network due to variable network delays. Consider for
example Figure 1, where sensor eventm3 can only arrive be-
forem2 at node four, if

t3 − t2 < d2 − d3 (1)

holds, wheredi is the delay for sending sensor eventmi from
nodei to node four. If the tracked object has a velocity of
10ms , t3−t2 is as small as 100ms for the situation depicted in
Figure 1. We will now show thatd2 − d3 can be significantly
larger than 100ms.

Message delays can be rather high in sensor networks due
to their typically limited communication capacity which is
shared by nodes within communication range of each other.
The RENE motes developed at UC Berkeley, for example, op-
erate at 19.2kbit/s [8]. In a network of such sensor nodes, the
single-hop delay for a 50 byte message is about 20ms in an
otherwise idle network. However, in dense sensor networks
both the sensing ranges and the communication ranges of
multiple nodes overlap. That is, many nodes will see tracked
objects at the same time from different points of view. This
somewhat redundant information can be used to obtain very
accurate traces. However, when the nodes want to send off
the respective sensor events almost concurrently, they have to
compete for the shared communication medium. Assuming
that ten nodes see the object, the first of the ten sensor events
will have an effective single-hop delay of 20ms while the last
sensor event will have an effective single-hop delay of 200ms
in case of perfect network allocation. Typical CSMA-based
MAC protocols introduce additional variable backoff delays
for avoiding/handling collisions [31].

If sensor events have to be sent along multiple hops in a
network, the end-to-end delay increases with the number of
hops. In a busy network tracking many objects, the multi-hop
end-to-end delay can be estimated by multiplying the single-
hop delay with the number of hops. Using the above numbers,
the effective end-to-end delayd can be estimated as200ms ≤



d ≤ 2s for a ten hop path. In energy-efficient MAC protocols
the radio is switched off periodically, which causes additional
variable delays ranging from zero to hundreds of milliseconds
or even seconds [31].

Additionally, other kinds of network dynamics (e.g., nodes
dying due to exhausted batteries, nodes being destroyed due
to environmental influences, temporary environmental ob-
structions, nodes being added to the network) lead to fre-
quent network reconfigurations. Such reconfigurations often
require lengthy procedures like neighbor and route discovery,
which additionally increase the maximum message delay in
wireless sensor networks. Discovery of new neighbors, for
example, can take as long as five seconds [14] in radio sys-
tems using frequency hopping such as Bluetooth. Note that
that multiple such dynamic reconfigurations might be neces-
sary for the delivery of a single message along multiple hops.

This leads to a situation, where the minimum message de-
lay is quite small (hundreds of milliseconds) and the max-
imum message delay is rather large (seconds or even tens
of seconds). That is, the right hand side of inequality 1 can
also be rather large (seconds or tens of seconds). Even with
d2 = 2s andd3 = 200ms, the right hand side of inequal-
ity 1 evaluates to 1.8s, which is indeed much greater than
t3 − t2 = 100ms. Following the initial argumentation, this
indicates that there is a real need for temporal message order-
ing especially in large, dense sensor networks.

2.2 Requirements

Now that we have pointed out the basic need for temporal
message ordering, we want to examine requirements on tem-
poral message ordering schemes for sensor networks.

Sensor nodes are small-scale devices; in the near future,
low-cost platforms with volumes approaching several cubic
millimeters are expected to be available [13, 29]. Such small
devices are very limited in the amount of energy they can
store or harvest from the environment. Thus,energy effi-
ciencyis a major concern in a WSN. In addition, many thou-
sands of sensors may have to be deployed for a given task—
an individual sensor’s small effective range relative to a large
area of interest makes this a requirement, and its small form
factor and low cost makes this possible. Therefore,scalabil-
ity is another critical factor in the design of the system.

As mentioned above, sensor networks are subject to fre-
quent partial failures such as exhausted batteries, nodes de-
stroyed due to environmental influences, or communication
failures due to obstacles in the environment. The overall op-
eration of the sensor network should berobustdespite such
partial failures.

In many applications, the sensor network will actually be
part of a control loop, where obtained sensing results are used
to trigger an immediate action. A surveillance sensor net-
work, for example, might contain nodes equipped with sim-
ple motion detection sensors and CCD video cameras. Only

when the motion detection sensors detect a potential intruder,
video cameras along the path of the intruder are turned on,
since running all the video cameras all of the time would be
very costly (in terms of energy consumption, data process-
ing, and data communication overheads). Another example
are emergency detection sensor networks in facilities dealing
with toxic substances, where machinery has to be shut down
and sluices have to be locked immediately upon detection of
a dangerous situation.

Such sensor network applications typically require an ac-
tion (e.g., turning on video cameras, shutting down machin-
ery) to be triggered as soon as possible after the occurrence
of the triggering phenomenon (e.g., entering intruder, leaking
gas), a requirement we callimmediacy.

3 RELATED WORK

In this section we review related work, mostly in the context
of traditional computer networks.

3.1 Physical Time and Temporal Message Order-
ing

Temporal message ordering requires that all participating sen-
sor nodes share a common physical time base. Due to the re-
quirements mentioned in Section 2.2, physical time synchro-
nization is a non-trivial problem in sensor networks. In gen-
eral, approaches developed for traditional networks are not
suitable for sensor networks [3]. First approaches for physi-
cal time synchronization in wireless sensor networks are de-
scribed in [4, 23].

Temporal message ordering has also been an issue in tradi-
tional computer networks, for example in the context of sys-
tem monitoring and distributed event systems in local area
networks.

Delaying techniquessuch as [17, 19, 26] assume that their
is a small upper boundD on the message delay in the net-
work, i.e., it takes at most timeD to send a message from any
node in the network to any other node. The receiver which
wants to receive messages in temporal order, maintains a list
of messagesm sorted by their time stampsm.t in ascending
order. When a new messagem arrives at the receiver, it is in-
serted into this list at the right position. The first elementm0

of the list is removed and passed to the application as soon as
the receivers clock shows a value greater thanm0.t+D. By
this time, all messages with time stamps smaller thanm0.t
have been received and inserted into the list due to the upper
boundD on the message delay.

While this approach looks attractive at first glance because
it does not require any extra message exchanges for achiev-
ing temporal message ordering, it does not fulfill the require-
ments pointed out in Section 2.2. As we have shown in Sec-
tion 2.1, there is no small upper bound on the network delay



in sensor networks. Using delaying techniques with a value
of D smaller than the maximum network delay will cause
messages to arrive out of temporal order. Using a large value
of D precludes immediacy, since evaluation of all messages
is artificially delayed byD at the receiver.

Heartbeat protocolssuch as [6] assume FIFO channels be-
tween all nodes in the network. As with the delaying tech-
niques, the receiver maintains an ordered list of messages.
The first messagem0 is removed from the list and delivered
to the application, as soon as the receiver has received a mes-
sagesmi with mi.t > m0.t from each nodei in the net-
work. The FIFO property ensures, that the receiver has re-
ceived all messages with time stamps earlier thanm0.t at this
point in time. In order to prevent starvation, all nodes send
time-stamped heartbeat messages to the receiver at regular
intervals∆.

This scheme also does not fulfill the requirements pointed
out in Section 2.2. A small value of∆ results in a large mes-
sage overhead, since each node will send a heartbeat message
after∆, which is neither scalable nor energy efficient. A large
value of∆ precludes immediacy, since evaluation of all mes-
sages is artificially delayed by∆ at the receiver in the worst
case. Also note that this scheme sends heartbeat messages
even if no (real) messages have to be delivered at all, result-
ing in a waste of energy.

3.2 Logical Time and Causal Message Ordering

Physical time defines a total order on all time stamps, i.e., a
physical time stampt1 is either less than (<), greater than
(>), or equal (=) to a second physical time stampt2. More-
over, physical time provides a measure for the elapsed amount
of real-time, i.e.,|t2− t1| is a measure for the amount of real-
time elapsed betweent1 andt2.

In contrast,logical time[16, 18] defines only a partial or-
der, i.e., a logical time stampt1 either happened before (→),
happened after (←), or is unrelated (‖) to a second logical
time stampt2. Moreover, logical time does not provide a
measure for elapsed real-time, i.e., the operationt2− t1 is not
defined for logical time stamps.

In sensor networks, where sensor events are triggered by
real-world phenomena, we want to be able to relate any two
sensor events (and the respective time stamps). Moreover, we
want to measure the amount of real-time elapsed between two
sensor events like in the example in Section 1. Therefore,
physical time must be used to relate events in the physical
world. Logical time is not sufficient in the WSN domain.

Causal message orderingis somewhat similar to temporal
message ordering. It is based on logical time and ensures that
messagem1 is delivered beforem2, if the logical time stamp
m1.t happened beforem2.t, i.e.,m1.t → m2.t. However,
m1 andm2 can be delivered in any order ifm1.t ‖ m2.t.

Causal message ordering has been an active research topic
in many areas such as distributed databases, realtime systems,
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and fault tolerant systems. Examples include solutions for
distributed systems in general [15, 25], for mobile computing
systems [22, 27], and as part of total ordering multicast proto-
cols with support for causal order delivery of messages from
multiple sources [2, 5, 10, 20]. However, causal message or-
dering is not sufficient in wireless sensor networks, since it is
based on logical time.

4 THE TEMPORAL MESSAGE ORDERING
SCHEME

This section describes the TMOS mechanism for temporal
message ordering in detail. TMOS stands forTemporal
MessageOrdering inSensor networks.

We will explain the basic idea behind TMOS using the
example from Section 1. Let us assume that a communication
channel between any pair of nodes has the FIFO property, i.e.,
the messages will arrive at the receiver in the same order the
sender sent them.

Figure 3 shows the four nodes from the example in Section
1. Nodes 1-4 are arranged on a logical ring as indicated by
the solid lines in the figure. In order to deliver sensor event
m3, node three sends two copies (m3 andm′3) along this ring
toward node four.m3 is sent clockwise, whilem′3 is sent
counter-clockwise along the ring. After receivingm3, node
one makes sure that all locally generated sensor events are
sent, and forwardsm3 to node four. Likewise, after receiving
m′3, node two makes sure that all locally generated sensor
events are sent, and forwardsm′3 to node four.

Similarly, if node one (two) wants to send alocally gener-
atedsensor eventm1 (m2), it sends two copies of that event
along the ring toward node four.

Due to the FIFO property, node four will receive at least
one copy of all events with a time stamp earlier thanm3.t
before receiving the second copy ofm3. Consider for exam-
ple messagem1 generated by node one. Sincem1.t < m3.t,
node one will send a copy ofm1 to node four before it for-
wardsm3 received from node three. The FIFO property en-
sures thatm1 arrives at node four beforem3.



Node four inserts all received sensor events into a list
which is sorted by ascending time stamps. The first sensor
event in the list (i.e., the one with the smallest time stamp) is
removed and delivered to the application as soon as its second
copy arrives. When the second copy of a sensor event arrives
at node four, we can be sure that at least one copy of all earlier
sensor events from all nodes have been received and inserted
into the list. That is, a sensor event is only delivered to the
application, if all messages with earlier time stamps gener-
ated by all nodes have already been delivered. This equals
delivery in temporal order.

TMOS consists of four major components:

1. Delivery groups: Clearly, the overhead of the above
scheme depends on the number of nodes involved in
temporal message ordering. On the other hand, often
only sensor events generated by a certain sub-set of
nodes have to be delivered in temporal order. Such a
set of nodes is called adelivery group(DG). In order
to achieve scalability and energy efficiency, it is impor-
tant to identify small delivery groups. TMOS provides
mechanisms for specifying delivery groups.

2. Ring setup: This component selects and maintains a
logical ring for the nodes of a DG as depicted in Fig-
ure 3.

3. Sensor event delivery: This component deals with the
delivery of sensor events to the receiver along the ring
set up earlier.

4. Basic routing and transport: Sensor event delivery re-
lies on underlying basic routing and transport mecha-
nisms to forward a message to the next node on the ring.

In the following section, we will discuss these components in
detail.

4.1 Delivery Groups

A delivery group is a set of sensor nodes, such that only sen-
sor events originating from nodes in the same DG have to
be delivered in temporal order. Sensor events generated by
nodes in different DG can be delivered in any order. The
messages generated by nodes in a DG are delivered to one or
more receivers. However, for simplicity we will only consider
a single receiver. We will call the nodes in the DGproducers
while the single receiver is calledconsumer.

For reasons of scalability and energy efficiency, delivery
groups should be as small as possible, since smaller DGs al-
low shorter rings, which result in fewer message transfers for
the delivery of a sensor event. In order to form small DGs,
TMOS provides mechanisms for producers to specify which
sensor events they are going to generate, and for consumers
to specify which sensor events they want to receive. For this
purpose, sensor events are assumed to contain a name (such

100 <= x, y <= 150

0 <= x,y <= 50

Figure 4: Two delivery groups resulting from two subscrip-
tions with different area specifications.

as “detected” or “lost”) identifying the type of event, a phys-
ical time stampt, the physical location(x, y, z) of the sensor
node, and optionally additional data such as sensor readings.

Producersadvertisesensor events by specifying the names
and possible locations of sensor events they are going to gen-
erate. Consider the following two advertisements:

advertise detected at [10,15][0,10][20,25];
advertise lost at [10,15][0,10][20,25];

which announce that a producer will publish “detected” and
“lost” events with 10≤ x ≤ 15, 0≤ y ≤ 10, and 20≤ z ≤
25, which represents the coverage area of its sensors. The two
events might represent detection a tracked object (“detected”)
and no longer detecting a tracked object (“lost”). Note that
advertisements of a producer change rarely over time, since
the published sensor events typically depend on the sensors
attached to the producer node. Moreover, nodes of a sensor
network are typically immobile.

On the other hand, consumers specify a list of sensor
events they want to receive by declaring their names and an
area of interest. Such a subscription defines a delivery group,
which includes all nodes in the network that produce sensor
events with the given names in the given area. The following
two subscriptions define two delivery groups:

subscribe {detected, lost}
at [0,50][0,50][0,50];

subscribe {detected, lost}
at [100,150][100,150][0,50];

The DG resulting from the first subscription will include
producers that generate “detected” or “lost” events with 0
≤ x, y, z ≤ 50. The second subscription defines a DG
containing producers also generating “detected” and “lost”
events, but with 100≤ x, y ≤ 150 and 0≤ z ≤ 50. These
two subscriptions might be issued by a tracking application,
which is currently only interested in objects moving in the



two specified areas as depicted in Figure 4, which shows a
simplified view of thex− y plane.

Similar techniques for matching producers and consumers
of information are used in content-based publish/subscribe
systems in general, and Directed Diffusion[7, 9] in particular.
However, in our context we use subscriptions and advertise-
ments to group producers of related information.

Advertisements and subscriptions are local operations,
which announce information to the TMOS runtime system.
For each subscription, the producer executes aDG discovery
algorithm in order to find out the members of the respective
DG. The consumer initiates discovery by flooding a DISCOV-
ERY REQUEST message through the network. This mes-
sage contains the subscription (i.e., names of sensor events
and area specification) and the address of the producer. Upon
arrival of this messages a producer checks whether its adver-
tisements match the subscription contained in the message. If
so, he sends a DISCOVERYREPLY message containing its
address back to the consumer.

Note that the discovery algorithm is very similar to the
route discovery phase of on-demand routing algorithms such
as AODV [21] and DSR [11]. Therefore, DG discovery can
often be piggybacked on messages of the underlying routing
algorithm without introducing much additional overhead. We
will discuss this issue further in Section 4.4.

As soon as the producer knows the members of a DG, he
can set up a ring for delivery of sensor events, which will be
described in the following section.

4.2 Ring Setup

Ring setup arranges the producers of a DG and the consumer
on a logical ring with the goal of minimizing the amount of
energy required for delivering sensor events along the ring.

In order to construct such an energy efficient ring, we as-
sume that the underlying basic routing algorithm can discover
energy efficient paths between any pair of nodes in the net-
work and that it returns a non-negative number representing
the energy overhead for sending a unit length message along
this path. This number is also called thedistancebetween this
pair of nodes. We will discuss these issues in more detail in
Section 4.4.

In order to ensure energy efficiency, the nodes are arranged
such that the length of the ring is minimized, where the length
of the ring is the sum of the distances of each pair of adjacent
nodes on the ring. For this, we have to solve the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP), which is known to beNP-hard.
However, there exist good heuristics for efficiently approxi-
mating our instances of the TSP problem.

Table 1 lists three of these heuristics calledNearest Neigh-
bor (NN), Nearest Insertion(NI), andFarthest Insertion(FI)
[24]. All heuristics construct a ring (also calledtour) starting
with an initial sub-tour consisting of one arbitrarily selected
node and incrementally add nodes to this sub-tour until the

heuristic average case worst case

NN 1.23 (1 + ldM)/2
NI 1.27 2− 2/M
FI 1.13 O(logM)

Table 1: TSP heuristics performance (M = number of nodes
in the tour)

sub-tour contains all nodes. The heuristics differ in how to
select and insert the next node into the sub-tour.

With NN, the node nearest to the last inserted node is se-
lected and inserted (appended) after this node. With NI, the
node nearest to the current sub-tour1 is selected and inserted
at the position that minimizes increase of the length of the
current sub-tour. FI has the same insertion rule as NI, but
selects the node farthest from the sub-tour.

Table 1 summarizes the quality of the tours constructed by
the three heuristics, whereM is the number of nodes in the
tour. The numbers indicate by which factor the constructed
tour is longer than the optimal tour in the worst case and in the
average case according to extensive empirical studies [12].

In TMOS we use NN, since it allows a rather simple imple-
mentation of ring setup. This is due to the “greedy” property
of NN that nodes are only appended to a sub-tour, i.e. a once
constructed sub-tour is never changed. However, the energy
efficiency of TMOS could be increased by about 10% on av-
erage by using FI instead of NN according to Table 1. The
use of NI would guarantee a constant upper bound of two on
the worst case performance.

The outline for a distributed algorithm implementing ring
setup using NN is as follows: The algorithm exchanges a sin-
gle type of message containing a set of unvisited nodes. The
algorithm starts at the consumer by initializing the message
to contain all producers of the DG as unvisited nodes. Then
the consumer determines the node nearest to itself, records
this node as its right ring neighbor, and sends the message
off to this node. The receiving node records the sender of the
message as its left ring neighbor and removes itself from the
set of unvisited nodes. Then the nearest unvisited node is se-
lected and recorded as the right ring neighbor. The message
is then sent to this nearest node. If the set of unvisited nodes
is empty, the message is sent back to the consumer. The con-
sumer records the sender of this message as its left neighbor,
which completes ring setup.

In order to make ring construction robust, the consumer
sets up a timer when it starts executing ring construction. If
the timer expires before arrival of the final message, the con-
sumer repeats ring construction. In order to adopt to changes
in the network, DG discovery and ring setup are periodically
re-executed.

We will now describe the ring setup algorithm in more de-

1The node that has the smallest distance to any node in the current sub-
tour.



tail. In order to distinguish delivery groups, the consumer
assigns a globally unique identifier to each delivery group.
Each node maintains two mapsL andR which map delivery
group IDs to the left and the right ring neighbor for this de-
livery group. Furthermore, each node maintains a mapD of
distances to all other members of the delivery group using the
basic routing algorithm.

The algorithm uses a single message type which contains
the following elements:

• ID: unique identifier of the DG

• C: consumer address

• U : set of unvisited nodes

In order to initiate ring setup, the consumer sets up a timer
and performs the following steps:

/* Initialize message */

m.ID := ... /* a globally unique ID */

m.C := ... /* consumer address */

m.U := {...} /* all producers in DG */

Choosen fromm.U , such thatD(n) is minimized

/* Set right neighbor */

R(m.ID) := n

Sendm to noden using basic routing

Receivem′ from noden′

/* Set left neighbor */

L(m′.ID) := n′

If the timer expires before arrival ofm′, the whole procedure
is repeated.

A producer node performs the following steps upon arrival
of a ring construction messagem:

Receivem from noden

/* Set left neighbor */

L(m.ID) := n

Remove self fromm.U

/* Set right neighbor and forward message */

If m.U is empty:

R(m.ID) := m.C

Sendm to nodem.C using basic routing

Else:

Choosen′ fromm.U , such thatD(n′) is minimized

R(m.ID) := n′

Sendm to noden′ using basic routing

Distributed algorithms for NI and FI are somewhat more com-
plicated, since they are not greedy algorithms. That is, the

final neighbors cannot be determined until the whole ring has
been constructed. Therefore, after ring construction, a sec-
ond phase is needed to distribute the constructed ring to all
producer nodes.

4.3 Sensor Event Delivery

After ring setup, each producer of the DG knows its left and
right neighbor on the ring. The outline of the algorithm for
delivering a sensor eventm to the consumer along this ring
is as follows. The producer sends two copies of the event to
its two neighbors. Each producer forwards a received event
copy to its other neighbor using the basic routing algorithm.

Upon arrival of the first copy of a sensor event, the con-
sumer inserts the event into a list which is sorted by ascending
sensor event time stamps. There is a copy counter associated
with each list entry, which is set to one upon arrival of the
first copy and incremented by one upon arrival of the second
copy. Upon arrival of the second copy of the first (i.e., ear-
liest) entry in the list, the respective sensor event is removed
from the list and delivered to the application.

We will now explain the delivery algorithm in more detail.
Let us assume that each sensor event contains an elementID
holding the delivery group identifier. A producerP which
wants to send a sensor eventm to consumerC, performs the
following steps:

/* Set up delivery group ID */

m.ID := ...

/* Send to left neighbor */

Sendm to nodeL(m.ID) using basic routing

/* Send to right neighbor */

Sendm to nodeR(m.ID) using basic routing

When a producer receives such a messagem, it performs the
following actions:

Receivem from noden

Send all pending local events

If n = L(m.ID):
Sendm to nodeR(m.ID) using basic routing

Else:

Sendm to nodeL(m.ID) using basic routing

Since locally generated events might contain time stamps ear-
lier than the time stamp ofm, the producer has to send them
off before forwardingm. This is important to ensure FIFO
ordering over multiple producer hops on the ring.

The consumer maintains a listL of sensor events, which is
ordered by ascending time stamps. Each entry of the list con-
sists of a sensor eventm and associated copy counterCC.



Upon arrival of a messagem, the consumer performs the fol-
lowing steps:

Look up positionk of messagem in list L

If found:

L[k].CC := 2
Else:

Insertm intoL with CC := 1
Repeat:

/* Consider first elementL[0] for delivery */

If L[0].CC 6= 2:

/* Copies missing */

STOP

DeliverL[0]
RemoveL[0] fromL

After updating the listL accordingly, the first elements of the
list for which both copies arrived, are delivered to the con-
sumer and removed from the list.

Due to failures in the network, one or both copies of a
sensor event might not arrive at the consumer. We assume that
the underlying routing algorithm can fix temporary problems
by retransmitting packets or by using alternate routes through
the network. See Section 4.4 for details.

At the TMOS layer, lost sensor events therefore indicate
a permanent problem in the network. Fixing such a “broken
ring” will typically require re-execution of DG discovery and
ring construction as described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

A failure of a single node will typically affect only one of
the two paths along which the two event copies are sent. In
this case, only one event copy will arrive at the consumer. To
detect such a situation, the consumer can set up a timer when
the first event copy arrives. If the timer expires before the
second copy arrives, the consumer assumes the ring is broken
and re-executes DG discovery and ring setup.

If two or more nodes fail concurrently, chances are that the
consumer will not receive messages any longer. In this case
the consumer cannot decide if the network is idle (i.e., does
not generate sensor events) or if the ring is broken. However,
if the producers send empty keep-alive events at regular (but
long) intervals, the consumer can assume a broken ring if it
did not receive any messages for a long period of time. Again,
DG discovery and ring setup are re-executed in order to fix the
problem.

4.4 Basic Routing and Transport

We assumed the existence of basic message routing and trans-
port mechanisms in the sensor network with the following
properties. For any pair of nodesA,B, the algorithm should:

• find an energy efficient path fromA toB,

• return a non-negative number representing the energy
overhead for sending a unit length message fromA to
B (the distance betweenA andB),

• ensure that messages sent byA arrive atB in the same
order (FIFO property),

• deliver messages at most once, and

• deliver messages with high reliability.

Examples for such routing mechanisms are on-demand ad
hoc routing protocols like AODV [21] or DSR [11] with
power-aware distance metrics [30] and localized power-aware
routing algorithms for sensor networks such as [28].

The route discovery phase of many of these demand-
driven algorithms is very similar to DG discovery as de-
scribed in Section 4.1. A route to a destination addressA
is typically discovered by flooding the network with a route
discovery message containingA. If A receives the discov-
ery message, it sends back a reply message along the reverse
path. In this case, DG discovery can be easily piggybacked
to route discovery by adding some additional elements to the
route discovery messages.

A FIFO channel from nodeA to nodeB can be easily
implemented by assigning monotonically increasing integer
sequence numbers to messages sent byA. B remembers the
sequence number of the last messageLSA received fromA.
Now if B receives a messagem with sequence numberSm
from A, it checks ifSm = LSA + 1. If so, the message ar-
rived in order and can be delivered;LSA is set toSm. Other-
wise,m is buffered until all messages with sequence numbers
LSA+ 1, . . . , Sm−1 arrived. Sequence numbers can also be
used to implement at-most-once message delivery since du-
plicated messages will carry the same sequence number.

Reliable message delivery can be achieved by acknowl-
edging single-hop message transfers and retransmitting lost
or destroyed messages. In broadcast-based communication
systems, acknowledgments due not require additional mes-
sages, since the sender of a messagem can “hear” the receiver
forwardingm to the next hop. Message loss due to node fail-
ures and network partitions has to be dealt with at the TMOS
layer as described in the previous sections.

5 SIMULATION

In order to get a first impression of TMOS’ performance,
we simulated TMOS on top of a perfect routing layer. This
routing layer uses the hop-length of the shortest path as the
distance between nodes and delivers messages always along
shortest paths. Figure 5 shows a sample ring constructed by
TMOS under these conditions, where the black circle depicts
the consumer and black squares depict producers in the DG.



Figure 5: Ring constructed by TMOS.

For comparison we also simulated the heartbeat algorithm
described in Section 3. There, every producer node must send
a heartbeat event to the consumer in the worst case before
a sensor event can be delivered. All events are sent along
shortest paths to the consumer. Figure 6 shows the shortest
paths from the producers of the DG to the consumer for the
same setting as in Figure 5.

The simulation setting is as follows: Fixed nodes with a
wireless communication range of 20 meters are uniformly
placed within an area of 100m x 100m. There is exactly one
consumer and a certain percentage of all nodes are assumed
to be producers in a delivery group. The producers are placed
within a square in the upper left of the whole area, which
covers a certain percentage of the whole area. The default
parameters for the simulations are as follows:

• Communication range: 20m

• Simulation area: 100m x 100m

• Total number of nodes: 100

• Percentage of producers: 20%

• Percentage of producer sub-area: 100%

Depending on these parameters, we want to examine the
amount of energy and the delay required for delivering a sin-
gle sensor event. Energy is the sum of energy spent by nodes
in the network for delivering the event from the producer to
the consumer. Delay is the amount of time elapsed between
detection of an event in the producer and delivering the re-
spective event notification to the application at the consumer.

We use the number of single-hop message transfers as a
measure for energy. In general, energy consumption will not
only depend on the number of single-hop message transfers,
but also on the size of the messages. However, the messages
exchanged by TMOS and the heartbeat protocol are about the

Figure 6: Shortest paths from producers to consumer used
in the simulation of the heartbeat protocol. The large circle
depicts the communication range of the nodes.

same size, since they mostly consist of a time stamp and sen-
sor event data. Therefore, we can compare the relative per-
formances of the two protocols without considering message
sizes.

The delay includes network latency and other delays such
as∆ for Heartbeat (see Section 3.1). This simulation only
considers network latency (measured in number of hops) as
a lower bound for total delay. For TMOS, the total delay is
dominated by the network latency. For Heartbeat, however,
the delay is typically dominated by∆.

We performed 3 sets of simulations, each varying one of
the parameters total number of nodes, percentage of produc-
ers, and producer sub-area while keeping the other parameters
fixed. A single simulation run examines the average amount
of energy and average network delay for delivering a single
sensor event to the consumer in a fixed network topology for
TMOS and the heartbeat protocol as described above. Each
of the three simulation sets determines the average of 100
such runs. The network topology is changed between each
of the runs by randomly placing the nodes (producers) in the
simulation area (producer sub-area).

Figure 7 (8) shows energy (delay) depending on the num-
ber of nodes, on the producer area, and on the producer per-
centage, respectively. In the examined settings, TMOS con-
sumes between 28% and 67% of the energy spent by Heart-
beat. While the network delay of Heartbeat is mostly inde-
pendent of the examined parameters, the network delay of
TMOS grows linearly with node number and producer per-
centage due to the resulting increasing length of the ring.
Note, however, that the total delay of Heartbeat is typically
dominated by the Heartbeat interval∆ (see Section 3.1), such
that comparing the network delays of Heartbeat and TMOS
does not reflect the actual relative performance. Section 6
discusses ways to reduce TMOS’ network latency.
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Figure 7: Simulated energy consumption for varying node number (left), varying DG area (middle), and varying producer
percentage (right).
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Figure 8: Simulated network delay (in hops) for varying node number (left), varying DG area (middle), and varying producer
percentage (right). The numbers for Heartbeat do not include additional delays caused by∆ (see Section 3.1).

Note that this first simulation only considered sensor event
delivery. However, both the Heartbeat protocol and TMOS
require a setup phase to (1) discover nodes in the delivery
group and to (2) setup message routing. (1) can be assumed
to be the same for Heartbeat and TMOS. For Heartbeat, (2)
includes finding (shortest) paths from all DG producers to
the consumer. For TMOS, (2) includes setting up the ring
as described in Section 4.2. However, the costs of (2) heav-
ily depend on the underlying basic routing scheme. A more
thorough evaluation will have to examine these costs and the
MAC-layer effects described in Section 2.1.

6 DISCUSSION

In this section we want to discuss some properties and poten-
tial improvements of the TMOS scheme for temporal mes-
sage ordering in sensor networks.

The correctness of TMOS is guaranteed by the properties
of the logical ring used for message transfers. We assumed
that the basic routing algorithm provides FIFO channels be-
tween pairs of nodes. The ring consists of a closed chain of
such pairs of nodes. By taking care when forwarding mes-
sages in the producers, we can easily extend the FIFO prop-
erty to any pair of non-adjacent nodes on the ring.

Due to this extended FIFO property, the two copiesm2 and
m′2 of a sensor event sent along the two half-rings connect-

ing a producer with the consumer will “shift” earlier sensor
events out of the ring. Consider the two copiesm1 andm′1
of an earlier sensor event (i.e.,m1.t < m2.t) generated by a
different producer. At least one of the copiesm1 orm′1 will
be shifted out of the ring by eitherm2 or m′2. In Figure 9,
for example,m′1 will be shifted out of the ring bym′2 (the
consumer is depicted by a circle, producers are depicted by
squares).

Formally speaking, this property can be expressed as fol-
lows. LetR(P,C) be the set of paths from producerP to
consumerC on the ring, i.e. |R(P,C)| = 2. Each path
R ∈ R(P,C) is a list of nodes{n1, n2, ..., n|R|} on the ring
with n1 = P andn|R| = C. Then the following property
holds:

∀P1, P2 ∈ DG : ∃R1 ∈ R(P1, C), R2 ∈ R(P2, C) : R2 ∼ R1

(2)
whereR2 ∼ R1 is true iff the pathR2 is a suffix of pathR1.
In words: for any two producersP1 andP2 there exist paths
R1 from P1 to C andR2 from P2 to C, such thatR2 is a
suffix ofR1. A sensor event sent byP1 will then shift out one
copy of all earlier sensor events sent byP2 due to the FIFO
property. Since this applies to allP2 ∈ DG, the arrival of the
second copy of a sensor event sent byP1 guarantees that at
least one copy of all earlier sensor events have already arrived
at the consumer. We can therefore achieve temporal message
ordering by the approach described in Section 4.
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Figure 9: Correctness of TMOS: messagem′2 will shift mes-
sagem′1 out of the ring.
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Figure 10: Recursive construction of hypercubes.

The use of a ring has some additional advantages. All pro-
ducers of a DG use the same topology for forwarding mes-
sages. Routing messages along a ring therefore only requires
neighborhood knowledge in the nodes and does not require
additional routing information to be included into the sensor
events. Additionally, sending two copies of each sensor event
results in some amount of robustness to node failures as de-
scribed in Section 4.3.

One potential drawback of TMOS is that the ring can be-
come quite large for delivery groups with many nodes, which
results in long paths between producers and the consumer.
However, this can be fixed by using other topologies with
characteristics similar to the ring. One such topology is the
hypercube.

Hypercubes can be recursively constructed using the fol-
lowing rule. A single node is a hypercube with dimension
0. A hypercube with dimensiond is obtained by taking two
hypercubes with dimensiond − 1 and connecting the corre-
sponding vertices as depicted by the dotted lines in Figure 10
for d = 0, ..., 3. Note that a hypercube with dimension 2 is a
ring with four nodes.

By arranging the nodes of a delivery group on a hypercube
instead of a ring, the maximum path length for the delivery of
sensor events can be reduced at the cost of a higher energy
consumption due to the increased message parallelism. The
latter will also result in increased robustness in case of node
failures. Figure 11 shows an example for sensor event deliv-
ery on a hypercube. Again, the consumer is depicted by a
circle, producers are depicted by squares. However, there are
a number of open questions, such as the construction of en-
ergy efficient hypercubes or routing of sensor events on hy-
percubes such that the path suffix property 2 holds. We are
currently investigating these issues.

m

m’
m’’

Figure 11: Sample sensor event delivery on a hypercube.

7 CONCLUSION

Temporal message ordering is an important component of
sensor network applications, where individual sensor read-
ings are fused in a time-dependent manner in order to obtain
high-level sensing results.

We pointed out that sensor networks suffer from long
and highly variable network delays due to the properties of
the used communication technologies and due to network
dynamics. Moreover, typical sensor network applications
require immediacy, robustness, scalability, and energy ef-
ficiency. Due to these requirements and characteristics of
sensor networks, solutions for temporal message ordering in
traditional computer networks are not suited for sensor net-
works.

We introduced TMOS, a temporal message ordering
scheme for wireless sensor networks. TMOS uses delivery
groups to reduce the overhead involved in temporal message
ordering. Using distributed TSP-heuristics, an ring topology
is constructed, which is used to deliver sensor events in an
energy-efficient and scalable way. TMOS can be used on top
of a wide variety of basic routing algorithms such as DSR and
AODV.

According to simulations, TMOS can save up to 70% of
the energy spent by the heartbeat protocol in the examined
settings at the cost of an increased network latency. On the
other hand, the overall delay of traditional message order-
ing algorithms is bound by “artificial” delays. We discussed
potential ways to reduce TMOS’ network latency by using
topologies like hypercubes instead of rings.

Currently we are working on a more thorough simulation
and analysis of TMOS. TMOS is currently being used in a
prototype vehicle tracking sensor network based on Smart-Its
sensor nodes [32].
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